Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms still suffer from high sample complexity despite outstanding recent successes. The need for intensive interactions with the environment is especially observed in many widely popular policy gradient algorithms that perform updates using on-policy samples. The price of such inefficiency becomes evident in real world scenarios such as interaction-driven robot learning, where the success of RL has been rather limited. We address this issue by building on the general sample efficiency of off-policy algorithms. With nonparametric regression and density estimation methods we construct a nonparametric Bellman equation in a principled manner, which allows us to obtain closed-form estimates of the value function, and to analytically express the full policy gradient. We provide a theoretical analysis of our estimate to show that it is consistent under mild smoothness assumptions and empirically show that our approach has better sample efficiency than state-of-the-art policy gradient methods.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning has made overwhelming progress in recent years (Mnih et al., 2015; Haarnoja et al., 2018; Schulman et al., 2015) . However, the vast majority of reinforcement learning approaches are on-policy algorithms with limited applicability to real world scenarios, due to high sample complexity. In contrast, off-policy techniques are theoretically more sample efficient, because they decouple the procedures Preliminary work. Under review by AISTATS 2020. Do not distribute. TG NOPG-D DPG TG NOPG-S PWIS Figure 1 : Example showing the bias of offline-DPG (left) and the variance of PWIS-G(PO)MDP (right) in the policy-parameter space of a 2d-LQR setting. Both algorithms diverge while they move away from the "onpolicy" region. Our method in its deterministic and stochastic version, NOPG-D and NOPG-S, shows better approximations of the true gradient (TG). of data acquisition and policy update, allowing for the possibility of sample-reuse and safe interaction with the environment. These two properties are of high importance when developing algorithms for real robots. However, classical off-policy algorithms like Q-learning with function approximation and fitted Q-iteration (Ernst et al., 2005; Riedmiller, 2005) are not guaranteed to converge (Baird, 1995; Lu et al., 2018) , and allow only discrete actions. More recent semi-gradient off-policy techniques, like Off-PAC (Degris et al., 2012) and DDPG (Silver et al., 2014; Lillicrap et al., 2016) often perform sub-optimally, especially when the collected data is strongly off-policy, due to the biased semi-gradient update (Fujimoto et al., 2019) . Offpolicy algorithms based on importance sampling (Shelton, 2001; Meuleau et al., 2001; Peshkin & Shelton, 2002) deliver an unbiased estimate of the gradient but suffer from high variance and are generally only applicable with stochastic policies. Moreover, they require the full knowledge of the behavioral policy, making them unsuitable when data stems from a human demonstrator. Additionally, model-based approaches like PILCO (Deisenroth & Rasmussen, 2011 ) may be arXiv:2001.02435v1 [cs. LG] 8 Jan 2020 considered to be off-policy. Such probabilistic nonlinear trajectory optimizers are limited to the finitehorizon domain and suffer from coarse approximations when propagating the state distribution through time. To address all previously highlighted issues in stateof-the-art off-policy approaches, we propose a new algorithm, the nonparametric off-policy policy gradient (NOPG), a full-gradient estimate based on the closedform solution of a nonparametric Bellman equation. Furthermore, we avoid the high variance of importance sampling techniques and allow for the use of human demonstrations. Figure 1 qualitatively compares the gradient estimate of NOPG compared to that of semiparametric approaches (DPG) and path-wise importance sampling (PSIW) techniques. Furthermore, unlike other nonparametric approaches like PILCO, our approach allows for multimodal state-transitions, and can handle the infinite-horizon setting. For empirical validation, we evaluate our approach on a number of classical control tasks. The results highlight the sample efficiency of our approach when compared.
Notation and Background
Consider the reinforcement learning problem of an agent interacting with a given environment, as abstracted by a Markov decision process (MDP) and defined over the tuple (S, A, γ, P, R) where S ≡ R ds is the state space, A ≡ R da the action space and γ ∈ [0, 1) the discount factor. The transition probability from a state s to s given an action a is governed by the conditional density p(s |s, a). The stochastic reward signal R for a state-action pair (s, a) ∈ S × A is drawn from a distribution R(s, a) with mean value r(s, a). The policy π, parameterized by θ, is a stochastic or deterministic mapping from S onto A. Our objective is to maximize the expected return
Following Sutton et al. (2000) , we define µ π (s) = ∞ t=0 γ t p(s t |s 0 , π) as the state-visitation function induced by the policy π θ . A state-action value function Q π (s, a) maps the state-action pair onto R and represents the expected discounted cumulative return following the policy π θ . The state value function V π is the expectation of Q π under π θ .
Policy Gradient Theorem. Objective (1) can be maximized via gradient ascent. The gradient of J π w.r.t. the policy parameters θ is ∇ θ J π = S A µ π (s)π θ (a|s)Q π (s, a)∇ θ log π θ (a|s) da ds, as stated in the policy gradient theorem (Sutton et al., 2000) . In a direct episodic on-policy setting, the expected return Q π can be estimated under the current state-action visitation µ π (s)π θ (a|s) via Monte-Carlo episodic rollouts of the current policy (Williams, 1992) . This technique, however, may require excessive interactions with the environment, since the return and the expectations need to be approximated after each policy update.
Off-Policy Semi-Gradient. The off-policy policy gradient theorem was the first proposed off-policy actor-critic algorithm (Degris et al., 2012) . Since then it has inspired a series of state-of-the-art off-policy algorithms (Silver et al., 2014; Lillicrap et al., 2016) . Nonetheless, its important to note that this theorem and its successors, introduce two approximations to the original policy gradient theorem. Firstly, semigradient approaches consider a modified discounted infinite-horizon return objectiveĴ π = ρ β (s)V π (s) ds, where ρ β (s) is the stationary state distribution under the behavioral policy π β . Secondly, the gradient estimate is modified to be
where the term B related to the derivative of Q π is ignored. In all fairness, the authors provide a proof that this biased gradient, or semi-gradient, still converges to the optimal policy in a discrete MDP setting (Degris et al., 2012; Imani et al., 2018) .
Path-Wise Importance Sampling (PWIS). One way to obtain an unbiased estimate of the policy gradient in an off-policy scenario is to re-weight every trajectory via importance sampling (Meuleau et al., 2001; Shelton, 2001; Peshkin & Shelton, 2002) . An example of the gradient estimation via G(PO)MDP with importance sampling is given by
where ρ t = t z=0 π θ (a z |s z )/π β (a z |s z ). This technique applies only to stochastic policies and requires the knowledge of the behavioral policy π β . Moreover, Equation (3) shows that PWIS needs a trajectorybased dataset, since it needs to keep track of the past in the correction term ρ z , hence introducing more restrictions on its applicability. Additionally, importance sampling suffers from high variance, which grows exponentially in the number of steps (Equation 3) . Despite these difficulties, many interesting recent advances have helped to make PWIS more reliable. For example, Imani et al. (2018) propose a trade-off between PWIS and semi-gradient approaches, Metelli et al. (2018) argue for the use of a surrogate objective which accounts for the variance of the estimate and Liu et al. (2018 Liu et al. ( , 2019 apply importance sampling to the state distribution instead of the trajectories.
Nonparametric Off-Policy Policy Gradient
We introduce a new offline off-policy approach with a full-gradient estimate, that does not suffer from the drawbacks of importance sampling and semi-gradient algorithms. Starting from a nonparametric Bellman equation, we derive an analytical expression of the gradient for deterministic and stochastic policies. Nonparametric Bellman equations have been developed in a number of prior works. Ormoneit & Sen (2002) ; Xu et al. (2007); Engel et al. (2005) used nonparametric models such as Gaussian processes for approximate dynamic programming. Taylor & Parr (2009) have shown that these methods differ mainly in their use of regularization. Kroemer & Peters (2011) provided a Bellman equation using kernel density-estimation and a general overview over nonparametric dynamic programming. In contrast to prior work, our formulation preserves the dependency on the policy enabling the computation of the policy gradient in closed-form. Moreover, we upper-bound the bias of the Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression to prove that our value function estimate is consistent w.r.t. the classical Bellman equation under smoothness assumptions. We focus on the maximization of the average return in the infinite horizon case. Definition 1. The discounted infinite-horizon objective is defined by J π = µ 0 (s)V π (s) ds, where µ 0 is the initial state distribution. Under a stochastic policy the objective is subject to the constraint
while in the case of a deterministic policy the constraint is given as
Maximizing the objective in Definition 1 analytically is not possible, excluding special cases such as under linear-quadratic assumptions (Borrelli et al., 2017) . Extracting an expression for the gradient of J π w.r.t. the policy parameters θ is also not straightforward given the infinite set of possibly non-convex constraints represented in the recursion over V π . Nevertheless, it is possible to transform the constraints in Definition 1 to a finite set of linear constraints via nonparametric modeling, thus leading to an expression of the value function with simple algebraic manipulation (Kroemer & Peters, 2011) .
sampled from interaction with an environment, with s i , a i ∼ β(·, ·), s i ∼ p(·|s i , a i ) and r i ∼ R(s i , a i ) . We define the kernels ψ : S × S → R + , ϕ : A × A → R + and φ : S×S → R + , as normalized, symmetric and positive definite functions with bandwidths h ϕ , h φ , h ψ respectively. We define ψ i (s) = ψ(s, s i ), ϕ i (a) = ϕ(a, a i ), and φ i (s) = φ(s, s i ). Following Kroemer & Peters (2011) , the mean reward r(s, a) and the transition conditional p(s |s, a) are approximated by the Nadaraya-Watson regression (Nadaraya, 1964; Watson, 1964) kernel density estimation Inserting the reward and transition kernels into the Bellman Equation for the case of stochastic policy, we obtain the nonparametric Bellman equation
Equation (5) can be conveniently expressed in matrix form by introducing the vector of responsibilities ε i (s) = π θ (a|s)ψ i (s)ϕ i (a)/ j ψ j (s)ϕ j (a) da, which assigns each state s a weight relative to its distance to a sample i under the current policy.
Definition 2. The nonparametric Bellman equation on the dataset D is formally defined aŝ
with φ(s) = [φ 1 (s), . . . , φ n (s)] , r = [r 1 , . . . , r n ] , ε π (s) = [ε π 1 (s),. . . ,ε π n (s)] ,
otherwise.
From Equation (6) we deduce that the value function must be of the form ε π (s)q π , indicating that it can also be seen as a form of Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression,
Notice that every q π which satisfies
also satisfies Equation (7). Theorem 1 demonstrates that the algebraic solution of Equation (8) is the only solution of the nonparametric Bellman Equation (6).
Theorem 1. If R is bounded, the nonparametric Bellman equation has a unique fixed-point solution
with Λ π := I − γP π andP π i,j := φ i (s )ε π j (s ) ds , where Λ π is always invertible sinceP π is a stochastic matrix.
Proof of Theorem 1 is provided in the supplementary material.
Policy Gradient. With the closed-form solution of V * π (s) from Theorem 1 it is possible to compute the analytical gradient of J π w.r.t. the policy parameters
Substituting the result of Equation (9) into the return specified in Definition 1, introducing ε π,0 := µ 0 (s)ε π (s) ds, q π = Λ −1 π r, and µ π = Λ −T π ε π,0 we obtain
where q π and µ π can be estimated via conjugate gradient to avoid the inversion of Λ π .
Algorithm 1 Nonparametric Off-Policy Policy Gra-
where t i indicates a terminal state, a policy π θ and kernels ψ, φ, ϕ respectively for state, action and next-state. while not converged do Compute ε π (s) as in Definition 2 and ε π,0 := µ 0 (s)ε π (s) ds. EstimateP π as defined in Theorem 1 using MC (φ(s) is a distribution). Set each row i ofP π to 0 if t i is a terminal state.
Solve r = Λ π q π and ε π,0 = Λ π µ π for q π and µ π using conjugate gradient. Update θ using Equation (10). end while
The terms A and B in Equation (9) correspond to the terms in Equation (2). In contrast to semi-gradient actor-critic methods, where the gradient bias is affected by both the critic bias and the semi-gradient approximation (Imani et al., 2018; Fujimoto et al., 2019) , our estimate is the full gradient and the only source of bias is introduced by the estimation ofV π , which we analyze in Section 4. The term µ π can be interpreted as the support of the state-distribution as it satisfies µ π = ε π,0 + γP π µ π . In Section 5, more specifically in Figure 3 , we empirically show that ε π (s)µ π provides an estimate of the state distribution over the whole state-space. Implementation-wise, the quantities ε π,0 andP π i,j are estimated via Monte-Carlo sampling. The matrixP π is of dimension n×n, which can be memorydemanding. In practice, we notice that the matrix is often almost sparse. By taking advantage of conjugate gradient and sparsification we are able to achieve computational complexity of O(n 2 ) per policy update and memory complexity of O(n). A schematic of our implementation is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Error Analysis of Nonparametric Estimates
Nonparametric estimates of the transition dynamics and reward enjoy very favorable properties for an offpolicy learning setting. The literature provides the following asymptotic behavior
for the bias of a nonparametric estimator given samples distributed according to β(x) (Fan, 1992; Wasserman, 2006) . This asymptotic behavior is strongly affected by the sample density β(x), which causes the design-bias. We present a novel bound on the Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimation bias which provides a local-free design-bias and takes the dimensionality of the problem into consideration. In the following, we prove two theorems which show that the approximation ofV * π (s) is consistent w.r.t. to the true Bellman solution under reasonable assumptions. We start by analyzing the bias introduced by the Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression estimator given samples drawn from a distribution β(s). In Theorem 2 we derive a novel design-bias-free upper-bound of the kernel regression estimator under some assumptions such as a "smooth" sampling density and Gaussian kernels. We consider this contribution important and argue that this property of the estimator is fundamental for true off-policy learning.
and zero-mean. The bias of the Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression with Gaussian kernels in the limit of infinite samples n → ∞ is bounded by
h > 0 ∈ R d is the vector of bandwidths and erf is the error function.
Note that the estimate is unbiased in the limit of infinite samples and infinitesimal bandwidths {h i } n i=1 . Building on Theorem 2 we show that the solution of the NPBE is consistent with the solution of the true Bellman equation. Moreover, although the bound is not affected directly by β(s), a smoother sample distribution β(s) plays favorably in the bias term (a low L β is preferred).
Theorem 3. Consider an arbitrary MDP M with a transition density p and a stochastic reward function R(s, a) = r(s, a) + s,a , where r(s, a) is a Lipschitz continuous function with L R constant and s,a denotes zero-mean noise. Assume |R(s, a)| ≤ R max and a dataset D n sampled from a log-Lipschitz distribution β defined over the state-action space with Lipschitz constant L β . Let V D be the unique solution of a nonparametric Bellman equation with Gaussian kernels ψ, ϕ, φ with positive bandwidths h ψ , h ϕ , h φ defined over the dataset lim n→∞ D n . Assume V D to be Lipschitz continuous with constant L V . The bias of such estimator is bounded by
Theorem 3 shows that in the limit of an infinite dataset and infinitesimal bandwidths the estimation of the value function provided by Theorem 1 is unbiased. The independence from the sampling distribution suggests that, under these assumptions, nonparametric estimation is particularly suited for off-policy estimation. More in detail, the bound shows that smoother reward functions, state-transitions and sample distributions play favorably against the estimation bias.
Empirical Evaluation
For experimental validation we compare both the deterministic (NOPG-D) and stochastic (NOPG-S) versions of our algorithm to G(PO)MDP with PWIS (from here on PWIS). Additionally, we compare NOPG-D to state-of-the-art deterministic off-policy algorithms DPG and DDPG. In particular we want to address the following questions:
1. How do the bias and the variance compare to PWIS and semi-gradient approaches?
2. Does our method work in scenarios where PWIS is not applicable?
3. How is the sample efficiency of our methods compared to state-of-the-art off-policy approaches?
To answer the first question, we conduct an experiment on a 2-dimensional LQR problem, providing a graphical representation of the gradient updates using the mentioned algorithms. We address the second question by testing our algorithm on a uniform-grid dataset (i.e. no explicit trajectories) and on a test obtained from a human demonstrator. To test the sample efficiency we compare our methods against DDPG, offline DDPG, and PWIS on the swing-up pendulum and on the cart-pole stabilization. The supplementary provides details of all hyper-parameters used, an implementation of NOPG and video of the final policy executed on a real cart-pole system. 
Gradient Direction with LQR
We qualitatively demonstrate how the different gradient estimates work on a simple 2-dimensional problem. For this purpose we choose a linear-quadratic regulator setup, and use a linear policy encoded by the diagonal Figure 1 illustrates experiments with deterministic and stochastic policies. In the experiment with deterministic policies we evaluate the performance of NOPG-D and offline-DPG over 5 datasets, each containing 100 trajectories of length 30. The experiment with stochastic policies compares the gradient estimates of NOPG-S and PWIS. Given that PWIS requires a single stochastic policy, we generated 5 datasets with 100 trajectories of length 30 from the interactions of a Gaussian policy with the environment. The results in Figure 1 show that PWIS suffers from high variance while DPG offers a biased estimate, which is consistent with our initial theoretical hypothesis. Moreover, it is interesting to observe how the error in DPG's biased estimate compounds after every iteration as the algorithm moves away from the initial "on-policy" region in the vicinity of the behavioral policy. NOPG on the other hand exhibits a more accurate gradient estimate in the off-policy region and with smaller variance when compared to PWIS.
Swing-Up Pendulum and Cart-Pole
The under-powered pendulum and the cart-pole are two classical control tasks often used in RL for empirical analysis. We use the OpenAI Gym framework (Brockman et al., 2016) for a pendulum simulation, and implement another environment that simulates the dynamics of a real cart-pole built by Quanser 2 Uniform Grid. In this experiment we analyze the performance of NOPG under a uniformly sampled dataset, since, as the theory suggests, this scenario should yield the least biased estimate of NOPG. We generate datasets from a grid over the state-action space of the pendulum environment with different granularities. We test our algorithm by optimizing a policy encoded with a neural-network for a fixed amount of iterations. The policy is composed of a single hidden layer of 50 neurons with ReLU activations. This configuration is fixed across all the different experiments and algorithms for the remainder of this document. The resulting policy is evaluated on trajectories of 500 steps starting from the bottom position. The leftmost plot in Figure 2 , depicts the performance against different dataset sizes, showing that NOPG is able to solve the task with 450 samples. Figure 3 is an example of the value function and state distribution estimates of NOPG-D at the beginning and after 300 optimization steps. The ability to predict the statedistribution is particularly interesting for robotics, as it is possible to predict in advance whether the policy will move towards dangerous states. Note that this experiment is not applicable to PWIS, as it does not admit non-trajectory-based data.
Random Agent. In contrast to the uniform grid experiment, here we collect the datasets using trajectories from a random agent in the pendulum and the cart-pole environments. In the pendulum task, the Figure 3 : A phase portrait of the state distributionμ π and value functionṼ π estimated in the swing-up pendulum task with NOPG-D. Green corresponds to higher values. The two leftmost figures show the estimates before any policy improvement, while the two rightmost show them after 300 offline updates of NOPG-D. Notice that the algorithm finds a very good approximation of the optimal value function and is able to predict that the system will reach the goal state ((α,α) = (0, 0)).
trajectories are generated starting from the up-right position and applying a policy composed of a mixture of Gaussians. The policies are evaluated starting from the bottom position with an episode length of 500 steps. The datasets used in the cart-pole experiments are collected using a uniform policy starting from the upright position until the end of the episode, which occurs when the absolute value of the angle θ surpasses 3 deg. The optimization policy is evaluated for 10 4 steps. The reward is r t = cos θ t . Since θ is defined as 0 in the top-right position, a return of 10 4 indicates an optimal policy behavior.
We analyze the sample efficiency by testing NOPG, PWIS and DDPG in an offline fashion with precollected samples, on different number of trajectories.
In addition, we provide the learning curve with the classical online DDPG using the OpenAI Baselines implementation (Dhariwal et al., 2017) .
We stress that, since offline DDPG and PWIS show an unstable learning curve, we always report the best evaluation obtained during the learning process, while with NOPG we report the last evaluation. The two center plots in Figure 2 highlight that our algorithm has superior sample efficiency by more than one order of magnitude (note the log-scale on the x-axis).
To validate the resulting policy learned in simulation, we apply the final learned controller on a real Quanser cart-pole, and observe a successful stabilizing behavior as can be seen in the supplementary video.
Mountain Car with Human
Demonstration.
In robotics, learning from human demonstrations is crucial in order to obtain better sample efficiency and to avoid dangerous policies. This experiment is de-signed to showcase the ability of our algorithm to deal with such demonstrations without the need for explicit knowledge of the underlying behavioral policy. The experiment is executed in a completely offline fashion after collecting the human dataset, i.e., without any further interaction with the environment. This setting is different from the classical imitation learning and subsequent optimization (Kober & Peters, 2009) .
As an environment we choose the continuous mountain car task from OpenAI. We provide 10 demonstrations recorded by a human operator and assigned a reward of −1 to every step. A demonstration ends when the human operator surpasses the limit of 500 steps, or arrives at the goal position. The human operator explicitly provides sub-optimal trajectories, as we are interested in analyzing whether NOPG is able to take advantage of the human demonstrations to learn a better policy than that of the human, without any further interaction with the environment. To obtain a sample analysis, we evaluate NOPG on randomly selected sub-sets of the trajectories from the human demonstrations. Figure 4 shows the average performance as a function of the number of demonstrations as well as an example of a human-demonstrated trajectory. Notice that both NOPG-S and NOPG-D manage to learn a policy that surpasses the human operator's performance and reach the optimal policy with two demonstrated trajectories.
Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed a novel off-policy policy gradient method that is based on a nonparametric Bellman equation and provides a full-gradient estimate that can be computed in closed-form. Our approach avoids the issues of pathwise importance sampling and semi-gradient methods. More explicitly, the full-gradient estimate is Semi-Gradienthigh  low  PWISlow  high  NOPGlow  low   Table 1 : Applicability of off-policy algorithms. Our algorithm is applicable to a wider range of tasks in contrast to state-of-the-art techniques. NOPG is able to deal with human demonstrations and unstructured datasets by using either a stochastic or a deterministic policy, all while exhibiting lower bias and variance than its competitors. less biased than the semi-gradient, and exhibits lower variance that the gradient estimates of importancesampling-based approaches. Moreover, our algorithm enables learning from human demonstrations and nontrajectory-based datasets. An overview highlighting the pros and cons of all mentioned approaches is given in Table 1 .
Human Demonstration Unstructured Dataset Deterministic Policies Bias Variance
To support our argument and findings we provide both a theoretical and empirical analysis conducted in different scenarios and compare to state-of-the-art offpolicy algorithms. Our theoretical analysis provides a bound on the estimation bias and highlights the impact of different factors. The empirical analysis shows that our method succeeded in learning near-optimal policies in off-policy settings where semi-gradient approaches fail. Furthermore, our approach was able to leverage unstructured datasets and human demonstrations, two scenarios where importance sampling techniques are not applicable.
The accurate gradient estimate delivered by our algorithm results in dramatically overall lower sample complexity when compared to state-of-the-art off-policy policy gradients. By relying on nonparametric statistics, we sacrifice scalability for higher sample efficiency and safety, bringing reinforcement learning one step closer to real world applications and robotics.
Future research will concentrate on extending our approach to parametric models to address scalability, exploring the possibility of using NOPG in a Bayesian framework in order to deal with the problems of uncertainty and model bias, and on enabling a principled online exploration and informative data collection.
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where | · | is the norm in the L 1 space. 
where erf is the error-function.
Proof.
The solution of Integral 1 is
and based on Proposition 2 the second integral is
Plugging back in Equation (12
Definition 5. A multivariate Gaussian Kernel with bandwidth h ∈ R is defined as
Definition 6. Nadaraya-Watson Kernel Regression. We define the Nadaraya-Watson Kernel Regression with Gaussian Kernels (as defined in Definition 5) of a data-set
. 
We want to obtain an upper-bound of the bias. Therefore we want to find an upper-bound of the numerator and a lower-bound of the denominator. Note that the magnitude of the noise does not influence the Bias Wasserman (2006) .
Lower-bound of the Denominator:
The denominator is always positive, so the absolute value operator can be removed,
Using Proposition 4,
Using Proposition 2,
Using Proposition 3 to solve the last integral = e g(s)
Conclusion. Unifying equations (16) and (15) we finally obtain
B The Nonparametric Bellman Equation
Proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3.
Proposition 5. In the limit of infinite samples the NPBE defined in Definition 2 with a data-set lim n→∞ D n collected under distribution β on the state-action space and MDP M converges tô
and
Analogously we can derive the deterministic policy case.
Proposition 6. Both for finite samples and infinite samples, when R is bounded by −R max and R max (where R max is non-negative defined), then the solution of the NPBE if exists it is bounded between −2Rmax 1−γ and 2Rmax 1−γ .
Proof. Starting with the finite samples case. Suppose by absurd proposition that if the NPBE admits a solution V π then sup s |V π (s)| = Rmax 1−γ + with > 0 strictly positive (and eventually +∞). It immediately follows that sup s1,s2 |V π (s 1 ) −V π (s 2 )| = 2Rmax 1−γ + 2 . Expanding this term sup s1,s2
Notice that ε T π (s) is a stochastic vector (non-negative definite and sums up to 0), sup s1,s2
Since γ(1 − γ) − 1 is always negative (we defined 0 ≤ γ < 1), then there are no positive values for which satisfy the inequality, which is in clear contradiction with the absurd premise. For the infinite samples case we can do similar reasoning noting that φ, β, P are probability measures. 
and similarly, the existence of f (s) ∈ R with f (s) = f * (s) + g(s) as a solution of the NPBE implies that
Note that the existence of the integral in Equations (19) and (20) implies
Note that
Using Jensen's inequality
Note that since both f * and f are bounded by Rmax 1−γ then |g(s)| ≤ 2Rmax 1−γ , thus
which is in clear disagreement with the assumption made. Again here a similar procedure shows the same result for the infinite case.
Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Saying thatV * π is a solution for Equation (17) is equivalent to sayinĝ
We can verify that by simple algebraic manipulation
Since equation (17) has (at least) one solution, Proposition 7 guarantees that the solution (V * π ) is unique.
Proof of Theorem 3.
Proof. We perform the derivation for the stochastic policy, however the same derivation applies for the deterministic case almost identically. Expanding E D [V D (s)] − V * (s) using the NPBE and the classic Bellman
As can be easily verified, ε π (s, z, b)β(z, b) is a density distribution over z, b. Hence Equation (24) can be rewritten
It is evident that the term A is the Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression from Equation (13) -the noise has been washed out in Equation (14) -, therefore Theorem 2 applies
Returning to the estimate of B Bias (17)), this corresponds only in the variation of a single point in the integral, and therefore the overall estimate does not change. This argument, however, does not immediately hold for the case of an infinitesimal bandwidth, and therefore we provide the results for that case separately.
For Finite Bandwidth:
Using Proposition 4 max s,a,s
which means that when h not infinitesimal
For Infinitesimal Bandwidth: In the case of an infinitesimal bandwidth note that, even if V D and φ are correlated the overall integral reduces only on a single point, and the same argument made in the case of finite bandwidth applies,
It follows that, proceeding similarly to Equation (26), we obtain
which yields
C Empirical Evaluation Detail

C.1 Linear Quadratic Regulator Experiment
Here we detail the experiment presented in Figure 1 . We use a discrete infinite-horizon discounted Linear Quadratic Regulator system of the form max xt, ut
) and x 0 given.
In this example we use consider a 2-dimensional problem with the following quantities
0.01
For this LQR problem we impose a linear controller as a diagonal matrix
C.1.1 Deterministic Experiment
For each dataset we run 100 trajectories of 30 steps. Each trajectory is generated by following the dynamics of the described LQR and using at each time step a fixed policy initialized as
where k 1 = 0.7 and k 2 = −0.7.
NOPG-D optimized for each dataset a policy encoded as in (31) with: learning rate 0.5 with ADAM optimizer; bandwidths (on average) for the state space h ψ = [0.03, 0.05] and for the action space h ϕ = [0.33, 0.27]; discount factor γ = 0.9; and keeping 5 elements per row after sparsification of the P matrix.
DPG optimized for each dataset a policy encoded as in (31) with: learning rate 0.5 with ADAM optimizer; Q-function encoded as Q( x, u) = x Q x + u R u (with Q and R to be learned); discount factor γ = 0.9; two target networks are kept to stabilize learning and soft-updated using τ = 0.01 (similar to DDPG).
C.1.2 Stochastic Experiment
For each dataset we run 100 trajectories of 30 steps. Each trajectory is generated by following the dynamics of the described LQR, and using at each time step a stochastic policy as
where K = diag(0.35, −0.35).
NOPG-S optimized for each dataset a policy encoded as in (32) with: learning rate 0.25 with ADAM optimizer; bandwidths (on average) for the state space h ψ = [0.008, 0.003] and for the action space h ϕ = [0.02, 0.02]; discount factor γ = 0.9; and keeping 10 elements per row after sparsification of the P matrix.
PWIS optimized for each dataset a policy encoded as in (32) with: learning rate 2.5×10 −4 with ADAM optimizer; and discount factor γ = 0.9.
C.2 Other Experiments Configurations
We use a policy encoded as neural network with parameters θ. A deterministic policy is encoded with a neural network a = f θ (s). The stochastic policy is encoded as a Gaussian distribution with parameters determined by a neural network with two outputs, the mean and covariance. In this case we represent by f θ (s) the slice of the output corresponding to the mean and by g θ (s) the part of the output corresponding to the covariance.
NOPG can be described with the following hyper-parameters NOPG Parameters Meaning dataset sizes number of samples contained in the dataset used for training discount factor γ usual discount factor in infinite horizon MDP state h factor constant used to decide the bandwidths for the state-space action h factor constant used to decide the bandwidths for the action-space policy parametrization of the policy policy output how is the output of the policy encoded learning rate the learning rate and the gradient ascent algorithm used N MC π (NOPG-S) number of samples drawn to compute the integral ε π (s) with MonteCarlo sampling N MC φ number of samples drawn to compute the integral over the next state φ(s ) ds N MC µ0 number of samples drawn to compute the integral over the initial distribution V π (s)µ 0 (s) ds policy updates number of policy updates before returning the optimized policy A few considerations about NOPG parameters. If N MC φ = 1 we use the mean of the kernel φ as a sample to approximate the integral over the next state. When optimizing a stochastic policy represented by a Gaussian distribution, we set and linearly decay the variance over the policy optimization procedure. The kernel bandwidths are computed in two steps: first we find the best bandwidth for each dimension of the state and action spaces using cross validation; second we multiply each bandwidth by an empirical constant factor ( h factor ). This second step is important to guarantee that the state and action spaces do not have a zero density. For instance, in a continuous action environment, when sampling actions from a uniform grid we have to guarantee that the space between the grid points have some density. The problem of estimating the bandwidth in kernel density estimation is well studied, but needs to be adapted to the problem at hand, specially with a low number of samples. We found this approach to work well for our experiments but it still can be improved.
C.2.1 Pendulum with Uniform Dataset
Tables 3 and 4 describe the hyper-parameters used to run the experiment shown in the first plot of Figure 2 .
Dataset Generation The dataset have been generated using a grid over the state-action space θ,θ, u, where θ andθ are respectively angle and angular velocity of the pendulum, and u is the torque applied. In Table 3 Algorithm details. The configuration used for NOPG-D and NOPG-S are listed in Table 4 .
NOPG discount factor γ 0.97 state h factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 action h factor 50.0 policy neural network parameterized by θ 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations policy output 2 tanh(f θ (s)) (NOGP-D) µ = 2 tanh(f θ (s)), σ = sigmoid(g θ (s)) (NOGP-S) learning rate 10 −2 with ADAM optimizer N MC π (NOPG-S) 15 N MC φ 1 N MC µ0 (non applicable) fixed initial state policy updates 1.5 · 10 3 The following table shows the hyper-parameters used for generating the second plot starting from the left in Figure 2 NOPG dataset sizes 10 2 , 5 · 10 2 , 10 3 , 1.5 · 10 3 , 2 · 10 3 , 3 · 10 3 , 5 · 10 3 , 7 · 10 3 , 9 · 10 3 , 10 4 discount factor γ 0.97 state h factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 action h factor 25.0 policy neural network parameterized by θ 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations policy output 2 tanh(f θ (s)) (NOGP-D) µ = 2 tanh(f θ (s)), σ = sigmoid(g θ (s)) (NOGP-S) learning rate 10 −2 with ADAM optimizer N MC π0 (NOPG-S) 10 N MC φ 1 N MC µ0 (non applicable) fixed initial state policy updates 2 · 10 3 DDPG discount factor γ 0.97 rollout steps 1000 actor neural network parameterized by θ actor 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations actor output 2 tanh(f θactor (s)) actor learning rate 10 −3 with ADAM optimizer critic neural network parameterized by θ critic 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations critic output f θcritic (s, a) critic learning rate 10 −2 with ADAM optimizer soft update τ = 10 −3 policy updates 3 · 10 5 DDPG Offline dataset sizes 10 2 , 5 · 10 2 , 10 3 , 2 · 10 3 , 5 · 10 3 , 7.5 · 10 3 , 10 4 , 1.2 · 10 4 , 1.5 · 10 4 , 2 · 10 4 , 2.5 · 10 4 discount factor γ 0.97 actor neural network parameterized by θ actor 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations actor output 2 tanh(f θactor (s)) actor learning rate 10 −2 with ADAM optimizer critic neural network parameterized by θ critic 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations critic output f θcritic (s, a) critic learning rate 10 −2 with ADAM optimizer soft update τ = 10 −3 policy updates 2 · 10 3 PWIS dataset sizes 10 2 , 5 · 10 2 , 10 3 , 2 · 10 3 , 5 · 10 3 , 7.5 · 10 3 , 10 4 , 1.2 · 10 4 , 1.5 · 10 4 , 2 · 10 4 , 2.5 · 10 4 discount factor γ 0.97 policy neural network parameterized by θ 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations policy output µ = 2 tanh(f θ (s)), σ = sigmoid(g θ (s)) learning rate 10 −2 with ADAM optimizer policy updates 2 · 10 3 The following tables show the hyper-parameters used to generate the third plot in Figure 2 .
NOPG dataset sizes 10 2 , 2.5 · 10 2 , 5 · 10 2 , 10 3 , 1.5 · 10 3 , 2.5 · 10 3 , 3 · 10 3 , 5 · 10 3 , 6 · 10 3 , 8 · 10 3 , 10 4 discount factor γ 0.99 state h factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 action h factor 20.0 policy neural network parameterized by θ 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations policy output 5 tanh(f θ (s)) (NOGP-D) µ = 5 tanh(f θ (s)), σ = sigmoid(g θ (s)) (NOGP-S) learning rate ·10 −2 with ADAM optimizer N MC π (NOPG-S) 10 N MC φ 1 N MC µ0 15 policy updates 2 · 10 3 DDPG discount factor γ 0.99 rollout steps 1000 actor neural network parameterized by θ actor 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations actor output 5 tanh(f θactor (s)) actor learning rate 10 −3 with ADAM optimizer critic neural network parameterized by θ critic 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations critic output f θcritic (s, a) critic learning rate 10 −2 with ADAM optimizer soft update τ = 10 −3 policy updates 2 · 10 5 DDPG Offline dataset sizes 10 2 , 5 · 10 2 , 10 3 , 2 · 10 3 , 3.5 · 10 3 , 5 · 10 3 , 8 · 10 3 , 10 4 , 1.5 · 10 4 , 2 · 10 4 , 2.5 · 10 4 discount factor γ 0.99 actor neural network parameterized by θ actor 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations actor output 5 tanh(f θactor (s)) actor learning rate 10 −2 with ADAM optimizer critic neural network parameterized by θ critic 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations critic output f θcritic (s, a) critic learning rate 10 −2 with ADAM optimizer soft update τ = 10 −3 policy updates 2 · 10 3 PWIS dataset sizes 10 2 , 5 · 10 2 , 10 3 , 2 · 10 3 , 3.5 · 10 3 , 5 · 10 3 , 8 · 10 3 , 10 4 , 1.5 · 10 4 , 2 · 10 4 , 2.5 · 10 4 discount factor γ 0.99 policy neural network parameterized by θ 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations policy output µ = 5 tanh(f θ (s)), σ = sigmoid(g θ (s)) learning rate 10 −3 with ADAM optimizer policy updates 2 · 10 3 Table 6 : Algorithms configurations for the CartPole random data experiment.
C.2.4 Mountain Car with Human Demonstrator
Here the detail of the experiment shown in Figure 4 . The dataset in this experiment (10 trajectories) has been generated by a human demonstrator. The dataset used is available in the source code provided.
NOPG discount factor γ 0.99 state h factor 1.0 1.0 action h factor 50.0 policy neural network parameterized by θ 1 hidden layer, 50 units, ReLU activations policy output 1 tanh(f θ (s)) (NOGP-D) µ = 1 tanh(f θ (s)), σ = sigmoid(g θ (s)) (NOGP-S) learning rate 10 −2 with ADAM optimizer N MC π (NOPG-S) 15 N MC φ 1 N MC µ0 15 policy updates 1.5 · 10 3 
